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Based on 660 effect sizes obtained from 23,255 adult participants across 51 reports of experimental studies, this meta-analysis investigates whether and when explicit (self-reported) and implicit (indirectly revealed) evaluations reflect relational information (how stimuli are related to each other) over and above co-occurrence information (the fact that stimuli have been paired with each other). Using a mixed-effects metaregression, relational information was found to dominate over contradictory co-occurrence information in shifting both explicit (mean Hedges’ g = 0.97, 95% CI [0.89, 1.05], 95% PI [0.24, 1.70]) and implicit evaluations (g = 0.27, 95% CI [0.19, 0.35], 95% PI [−0.46, 1.00]). However, considerable heterogeneity in relational effects on implicit evaluation made moderator analyses necessary. Implicit evaluations were particularly sensitive to relational information (a) in between-participant (rather than within-participant) designs; when (b) co-occurrence information was held constant (rather than manipulated); (c) targets were novel (rather than known); implicit evaluations were measured (d) first (rather than last) and (e) using an affect misattribution procedure (rather than an Implicit Association Test or evaluative priming task); and (f) relational and co-occurrence information were presented in temporal proximity (rather than far apart in time). Overall, the present findings suggest that both implicit and explicit evaluations emerge from a combination of co-occurrence information and relational information, with relational information usually playing the dominant role. Critically, variability in these effects highlights a need to refocus attention from existence proof demonstrations toward theoretical and empirical work on the determinants and boundary conditions of the influences of co-occurrence and relational information on explicit and implicit evaluations.
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Maintaining accurate representations of the environment is crucial for an organism’s flourishing and even survival. Such representations enable humans, as well as nonhuman animals, to remember the past, anticipate the future, and perform actions that can bring about desired outcomes and prevent undesired ones. The learning mechanisms giving rise to these representations can be characterized in myriad ways. Nevertheless, one distinction that has been used consistently and fruitfully is that between learning that, additionally, takes into account relational information (how stimuli are related to each other) and learning that, additionally, takes into account relational information (how stimuli are related to each other) over and above co-occurrence information (the fact that stimuli have been paired with each other). Using a mixed-effects metaregression, relational information was found to dominate over contradictory co-occurrence information in shifting both explicit (mean Hedges’ g = 0.97, 95% CI [0.89, 1.05], 95% PI [0.24, 1.70]) and implicit evaluations (g = 0.27, 95% CI [0.19, 0.35], 95% PI [−0.46, 1.00]). However, considerable heterogeneity in relational effects on implicit evaluation made moderator analyses necessary. Implicit evaluations were particularly sensitive to relational information (a) in between-participant (rather than within-participant) designs; when (b) co-occurrence information was held constant (rather than manipulated); (c) targets were novel (rather than known); implicit evaluations were measured (d) first (rather than last) and (e) using an affect misattribution procedure (rather than an Implicit Association Test or evaluative priming task); and (f) relational and co-occurrence information were presented in temporal proximity (rather than far apart in time). Overall, the present findings suggest that both implicit and explicit evaluations emerge from a combination of co-occurrence information and relational information, with relational information usually playing the dominant role. Critically, variability in these effects highlights a need to refocus attention from existence proof demonstrations toward theoretical and empirical work on the determinants and boundary conditions of the influences of co-occurrence and relational information on explicit and implicit evaluations.
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Broadly speaking, associative theories (e.g., Dickinson, 2012; Hebb, 1949; Papineau, 2003) posit that much of cognition, and even high-level thought, can be accounted for by relatively simple representations of the fact that two stimuli (such as bread and butter, illness and medicine, or lightning and thunder) co-occur in the environment and the number of such co-occurrences. By contrast, propositional theories (e.g., Fodor, 1975; Gallistel, 1990; Mitchell et al., 2009) direct attention to more complex representations of how two stimuli are related to each other. For example, under associative accounts, what matters for learning is only (or primarily) the fact that lightning and thunder often go together in space and time. Propositional accounts, on the other hand, also prominently feature the relationship that two stimuli share with each other: For example, lightning may cause thunder; thunder may cause lightning; or a third variable may cause both.
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Creating representations of stimulus relations is, by definition, more computationally intensive than creating representations of mere stimulus co-occurrences. Whereas the latter type of representation is traditionally thought to contain only symbols for conceptual associations (e.g., BREAD–BUTTER, ILLNESS–MEDICINE, or LIGHTNING–THUNDER) and their strengths, the former also encodes more complex and high-dimensional details of how stimuli are related to each other (Kurdi & Dunham, 2020). As such, although representations reflecting stimulus relations tend to be more computationally costly, they can be vastly beneficial: Depending on the type of relationship that two co-occurring stimuli share with each other, their hedonic consequences for the organism can be diametrically opposed to each other.

For example, a flu vaccine may come to be associated with aversive symptoms because it is causally responsible for those symptoms; alternatively, the same vaccine may come to be associated with aversive symptoms because of its power to prevent those very symptoms (Fan et al., 2021). The evaluative implications of these two cases could not be more different: A stimulus that causes an aversive outcome (such as an illness) is best avoided, whereas a stimulus that prevents that same aversive outcome is best approached even if the two co-occur equally frequently in both cases.

Likewise, in social group cognition, a social category, such as Black Americans, may come to be associated with a negative concept, such as oppression, because they are believed to be oppressive or, conversely, because they are believed to be the targets of oppression (Uhlimann et al., 2006). Again, the evaluative implications are vastly different: A social group that oppresses another social group is worthy of moral condemnation and ostracism, whereas a social group that is being oppressed by another social group is worthy of sympathy and support.

In the study of attitudes, that is, evaluations of stimuli along a positive–negative continuum (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993), learning involving co-occurrence information and relational information are customarily referred to as evaluative conditioning and persuasion, respectively. In evaluative conditioning (Hofmann et al., 2010), a usually initially neutral conditioned stimulus (CS) is paired repeatedly with an intrinsically positive or intrinsically negative unconditioned stimulus (US). As a result of these repeated stimulus pairings, the CS tends to take on the valence of the US: Pairings with a positive stimulus give rise to positive evaluations and pairings with a negative stimulus give rise to negative evaluations. By contrast, in work on persuasion (Petty & Cacioppo, 1981), changes in evaluation occur in response to a verbal communication about the attitude object. For instance, attitudes toward a brand of flu vaccine may shift in a positive direction as a result of pairing the brand repeatedly with a universally admired celebrity endorser (evaluative conditioning) or as a result of a persuasive appeal featuring expert opinions on the vaccine’s efficacy (persuasion).

The effectiveness of both types of learning in creating attitude change has been documented hundreds if not thousands of times (Cranø & Prislin, 2006; Hofmann et al., 2010). Customarily, evaluative conditioning and persuasion are assumed to exert their effects in fundamentally different ways (Baeyens et al., 1992; Chaiken, 1980; Jones et al., 2009; Levey & Martin, 1975, 1990; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986); evaluative conditioning via automatic stimulus-driven processes leading to the formation of associations between representations of the CS and the US in long-term memory (e.g., VACCINE–NEGATIVE) and persuasion via the effortless formation of propositions about the attitude object (e.g., “I believe that this vaccine is effective”). However, more recently, this clean separation has been questioned. In particular, it has been suggested that evaluative conditioning and persuasion may both rely on similar mechanisms involving the encoding of propositions about stimulus relations (De Houwer, 2018b; De Houwer & Hughes, 2016; Mitchell et al., 2009). This theoretical development has fueled much empirical research on the relationship between these two forms of learning.

The propositional perspective has several consequences for the types of processes assumed to give rise to evaluative conditioning as well as for the conditions under which it is expected to be successful in bringing about attitude change. For example, contrary to the automatic association formation idea, propositional accounts suggest that evaluative conditioning will shift attitudes only to the degree that observers have the motivation and the ability to encode the propositions implied by the stimulus pairings to which they have been exposed. Moreover, crucially for the present purposes, the propositional perspective posits that the effects of co-occurrence information, as conveyed by repeated CS–US pairings, will be modulated by the relational meaning with which observers imbue those pairings. For example, returning to the example above, if observers believe that a vaccine repeatedly co-occurs with negative symptoms because it is causally responsible for those symptoms, they will evaluate the vaccine negatively, but if they believe that it co-occurs with negative symptoms because it can prevent those symptoms, then they will evaluate it positively.

Critically, according to several contemporary theories of evaluative learning and attitude change, whether relational information will influence learning from co-occurrence information, and to what degree, depends on a focal moderator: the type of evaluation that is being investigated (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006; McConnell & Rydell, 2014; Rydell & McConnell, 2006; Smith & DeCoster, 2000; Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Specifically, these theories propose that relational information should be especially likely to modulate or even reverse the meaning of co-occurrence information in driving evaluative learning when evaluations are explicit (or measured under relatively controlled conditions using self-report). However, the likelihood of such reversal, and even modulation, is assumed to be low when evaluations are implicit (or measured under relatively suboptimal conditions, usually using some indirect behavioral index, such as response latencies; De Houwer et al., 2009; Devine, 1989; Fazio et al., 1986; Fazio & Olson, 2003; Greenwald & Banaji, 1995).

This type of view, according to which implicit evaluations should be sensitive exclusively (or at least predominantly) to co-occurrence information, can be traced back to the very beginnings of implicit social cognition research (see Kurdi & Banaji, 2022): Along with the sequential priming paradigms (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971;
present meta-analysis.

Importantly, the conceptual associations underlying implicit evaluation were thought to shift, if at all, then only in response to large amounts of stimulus pairings experienced in the environment, without the flexibility afforded by high-level reasoning processes, such as persuasion (e.g., Bargh, 1999; Devine, 1989; Fiske, 1998; Wilson et al., 2000).

Importantly, the view of implicit evaluations emerging from a slow-learning, purely associative system has been challenged in several lines of early and contemporary empirical work focusing on (a) debiasing interventions (e.g., Blair, 2002); (b) the goal-dependent nature of implicit evaluation (e.g., Ferguson & Bargh, 2008; Moskowitz, 2014); and (c) the rapid revision of implicit evaluations (e.g., Cone et al., 2017; Ferguson et al., 2019). Taken together, these literatures have provided evidence for the remarkable flexibility of implicit evaluations in the face of a variety of inputs going well beyond repeated co-occurrences of stimuli in the environment. By virtue of providing a counterweight to early claims of informational encapsulation and slow associative learning, this body of work serves as an important conceptual backdrops to the present meta-analysis.2

To summarize, much research on evaluative learning and attitude change over the past decades has been driven by a distinction between (a) learning processes thought to register merely the fact that two stimuli co-occur in the environment (co-occurrence information) and (b) learning processes that are also sensitive to the way in which two stimuli are related to each other (relational information). Since the mid-2000s, there has been interest in whether relational information can modulate the effects of co-occurrence information in evaluative learning, and this interest has only intensified in recent years. Within the relevant literature, most attention has been devoted to cases in which the evaluative implications of co-occurrence information and relational information diverge, and the products of evaluative learning are being measured in an indirect rather than a direct way. As such, the present work focuses on evaluative learning under these conditions but also includes explicit evaluations as a secondary point of reference.

The Present Work

Driven by these considerations, the present meta-analysis aims to offer a comprehensive quantitative synthesis of experimental studies investigating the relative contributions of contradictory co-occurrence information and relational information to the change of implicit evaluations. To create an intuitive understanding of the types of studies included in the meta-analytic database, we provide a few illustrative examples below.

Hu et al. (2017a) exposed participants to pairings of pharmaceutical products with positive and negative outcomes (co-occurrence information). Additionally, participants were instructed either that the products caused those outcomes (assimilative relational information) or that they prevented those outcomes (contrastive relational information). The relational information in the cause condition is assimilative because it suggests that the product should be evaluated in line with the valence of the symptom with which it co-occurs. By contrast, relational information in the prevent condition is contrastive because it implies that the product should be evaluated in opposition to the valence of the symptom with which it co-occurs. Thus, if learning is sensitive to relational information, then these two conditions should yield divergent attitudes: The cause condition should give rise to positive evaluations if the outcomes are positive and negative evaluations if the outcomes are negative; the prevent condition should give rise to negative evaluations if the outcomes are positive and positive evaluations if the outcomes are negative.

In a set of experiments by Moran and Bar–Anan (2013), participants were exposed to four families of creatures, two of which co-occurred with positive sounds and two of which co-occurred with negative sounds (co-occurrence information). At the same time, relational information was also manipulated. In particular, two families of creatures caused the sounds to start (assimilative relational information), and two families of creatures caused the sounds to stop (contrastive relational information). Thus, for the crucial comparisons, the pattern of co-occurrence between creatures and sounds was identical, but the relational information was such that some creatures could be inferred to be positive (if they started positive sounds or stopped negative sounds), while others could be inferred to be negative (if they started negative sounds or stopped positive sounds).

Finally, Hughes, Ye, Van Dessel, and De Houwer (2019) had participants undergo an evaluative conditioning procedure using nonword CSs and valenced word USs (co-occurrence information). Prior to this manipulation, participants were shown context pairings consisting of either (a) identical stimuli, suggesting that the CS and the US would share the same meaning (assimilative relational information) or (b) stimuli opposite in meaning, suggesting that the CS and the US would also be opposite in meaning (contrastive relational information). Thus, if learning is sensitive to relational information, a standard evaluative conditioning effect should emerge in the same context pairings condition, whereas the evaluative conditioning effect should be attenuated or even reversed in the opposite context pairings condition. By contrast, if learning reflects only co-occurrence information, then both conditions should produce the same standard evaluative conditioning effect.

The goal of this meta-analysis is to provide a quantitatively rigorous assessment of the power of contrastive relational information in modulating the effects of co-occurrence information on attitude change, and especially the change of implicit evaluations, in cases such as the ones described above. We believe that a quantitative synthesis of this kind will be able to illuminate basic mechanisms of evaluative learning and the nature of implicit evaluations, impose constraints on both existing and future accounts.

2 However, the studies in this earlier literature tended not to be eligible for inclusion in this meta-analytic database because they usually did not manipulate co-occurrence and relational information about the same target. For example, debiasing studies have manipulated who the experimenter or future interaction partner was (e.g., Lowery et al., 2001; Richeson & Ambady, 2001); studies on goal sensitivity have relied on bodily states such as hunger or thirst (e.g., Ferguson & Bargh, 2004) or high-level motives such as egalitarianism (e.g., Moskowitz et al., 1999); and studies on rapid revision have provided multiple types of language-based evidence rather than a mix of co-occurrence and relational information (e.g., Cone & Ferguson, 2015; Mann & Ferguson, 2015).
of the nature of attitudes and attitude change, and inform theoretically driven interventions that aim to produce momentary or enduring changes in implicit evaluations of existing categories, especially stigmatized social groups.

When it comes to accounts of evaluative conditioning, most early theories, along with several contemporary ones, argue that co-occurrence information, to the exclusion of other sources of evidence, gives rise to this type of effect (Baeyens et al., 1992; Jones et al., 2009; Levey & Martin, 1975, 1990). To the extent that evaluative conditioning effects emerge purely from participants registering stimulus co-occurrences, these effects should be relatively informationally encapsulated and not, or at least not strongly, affected by relational information.\(^3\) By contrast, the influence of relational information would be more easily accommodated by theories of evaluative conditioning that emphasize the interplay of co-occurrence information and relational information in giving rise to stimulus evaluations (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2018) or those that posit that evaluative conditioning effects are mediated by the formation of propositional representations about stimulus co-occurrences (De Houwer, 2018b).

Similarly, the results of this meta-analysis will inform theories of attitude acquisition and change. As mentioned above, when it comes to implicit evaluation, several classic and contemporary accounts stress the primacy of co-occurrence information, either to the complete or near-complete exclusion of relational information (McConnell & Rydell, 2014; Rydell & McConnell, 2006; Smith & DeCoster, 2000; Strack & Deutsch, 2004), or at least under the assumption that relational information takes a back seat relative to co-occurrence information in shifting implicit evaluations (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006). By contrast, more recent propositional accounts (De Houwer, 2014; De Houwer & Hughes, 2016; Kurdi & Dunham, 2020; Mandelbaum, 2016) tend to highlight the role of propositional reasoning in implicit evaluation. As such, the latter accounts, along with other approaches emphasizing the flexibility of implicit evaluation more generally (e.g., Blair, 2002; Cone et al., 2017; Ferguson et al., 2019; Moskowitz, 2014), would be considerably easier to reconcile with ubiquitous effects of relational information on implicit evaluations.

At the same time, all of these theories converge on the idea that explicit evaluations should be primarily impacted by relational information. As such, we treat explicit evaluations as a secondary dependent variable and as a reference point for gauging the strength of relational effects on implicit evaluation in the present meta-analysis. Nevertheless, this meta-analysis also gives us the opportunity to investigate the relative importance of co-occurrence information and relational information in the context of explicit, rather than implicit, evaluation. Specifically, if results were to robustly deviate from relational information fully dominating the acquisition and change of explicit evaluations, this finding may prompt fundamental revisions to widely accepted accounts of explicit social cognition.

In the context of the theoretical contribution of the present work, four points are worth mentioning. First, we do not mean to suggest that the present data can conclusively arbitrate between associative, hybrid (dual-process), and propositional theories of implicit evaluation, for multiple reasons. None of these theories have been formulated with sufficient specificity to be easily falsifiable; moreover, at least with the use of post hoc assumptions, any broad class of verbal accounts can be made generally compatible with any set of data (De Houwer et al., 2020). At the same time, it is undeniable that the theories mentioned above (as well as early approaches to evaluative conditioning and implicit social cognition) differ from each other in the extent to which they accord relative importance to relational information in evaluative conditioning and in the acquisition and change of implicit evaluations.

Notably, it would not be appropriate for us to treat associative (or hybrid) theories as interchangeable with each other given that the specific accounts belonging to these broad classes differ from each other in the way in which they envision the relationship between implicit and explicit evaluations. At one end of the spectrum, the systems of evaluation model (SEM; McConnell & Rydell, 2014; Rydell & McConnell, 2006) posits that “[…] implicit attitudes and explicit attitudes are the products of different and distinct underlying cognitive processes” (Rydell & McConnell, 2006, p. 996), with the former subserved exclusively by a slow-learning associative system and the latter exclusively by a fast-learning rule-based system. Critically, the SEM allows for little if any cross talk between these two cognitive systems and, as such, would be particularly difficult to reconcile with widespread relational influences on implicit evaluation.

At the other end of the spectrum, the associative–propositional evaluation (APE) model (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006) retains the core idea that implicit evaluations primarily respond to co-occurrences in the environment and explicit evaluations additionally incorporate relational information. However, crucially, the APE model assumes that different cognitive processes (rather than distinct systems) underlie implicit and explicit evaluations and allows for interactions between these two processes. For example, according to the APE model, relational information can sometimes affect implicit evaluations indirectly, as mediated by explicit evaluations. As such, the APE model allows for the possibility of relational influences on implicit evaluations; however, relational influences should be weaker and occur less frequently in implicit than in explicit evaluation.

Finally, Smith and DeCoster (2000) and Strack and Deutsch (2004) occupy intermediate positions by assuming that the cognitive mechanisms underlying implicit and explicit evaluations are largely separate, with the former emerging from associative processes and the latter from symbolic, propositional processes. At the same time, unlike the SEM, both of these models allow for interactions between implicit and explicit evaluations under a limited set of circumstances, specifically when an initially rule-based response (such as calculating the sum of 3 and 2) becomes automatic as a result of protracted practice. Notably, none of the experiments included in the present meta-analysis involved such protracted practice—a point to which we return in the General Discussion section. As such, ubiquitous effects of relational information on implicit evaluation would also be difficult to reconcile with these two accounts.

Second, related to the previous point, in the present work, we focus not only on the overall estimate of the meta-analytic effect size

\(^3\) We note that the two predictions are asymmetrical in the sense that specific failures of relational information to influence implicit evaluations cannot be taken to imply that implicit evaluations are generally insensitive to relational information. Relational information may fail to influence implicit evaluations for a host of different reasons related to the nature of that relational information (e.g., it might come from an untrustworthy source or contain a weak argument). In line with this idea, in an exploratory analysis, we probe whether implicit and explicit evaluations tend to shift under similar conditions, and we return to this issue in the General Discussion section. We thank an anonymous reviewer for bringing this point to our attention.
but also use a wide range of moderators (including general study-level variables, stimulus-related variables, and variables related to the learning process) to account for heterogeneity in effect sizes. We hope that these moderator analyses will provide a better understanding of the boundary conditions of relational influences on implicit (and explicit) evaluation, thereby facilitating the development of a new generation of theories. These theories should be able to make predictions not only about whether, and to what extent, relational information is expected to affect different forms of evaluation, but also about the conditions under which such effects are more or less likely to occur.

Third, although the results of the present work do speak to currently available theories of evaluative conditioning and implicit evaluation, its contribution does not end here. Rather, we believe that the findings emerging from this meta-analysis provide a solid base of evidence for any current or future theory of implicit evaluation. These theories are wide-ranging and include those that are not rooted in the distinction between associative and propositional processes, such as the iterative reprocessing model (Cunningham et al., 2007), the memory systems model (Amodio & Ratner, 2011), the Motivation and Opportunity as Determinants model (Fazio, 1990, 2007), or potential future accounts based on the idea of information compression (Kurdi & Dunham, 2020).

Fourth, and finally, the present data can also inform interventions designed to shift implicit evaluations of existing social categories and other attitude objects toward neutrality. We hope that this meta-analysis will help strengthen bidirectional connections between theoretically driven social cognition work and translational work focused on debiasing efforts. Stronger interconnections between the two fields may help accelerate progress toward their shared goal, namely producing momentary and long-term changes in implicit evaluations of societally relevant targets, including racial outgroups (Forscher et al., 2017; Lai et al., 2016).

**Moderator Variables**

In addition to asking whether co-occurrence information or relational information determines implicit evaluations when the evaluative implications of the two are contradictory, we also identified several moderator variables that can be informative with respect to the generality of, and potential boundary conditions on, the overall meta-analytic effect. These moderator variables can be roughly categorized as (a) general study-level variables, (b) variables capturing the types of stimuli used, and (c) variables characterizing different aspects of the learning process. These variables are briefly described below; comprehensive information on interrater reliabilities, definitions, and levels of categorical variables is included in Table 1.

**General Study-Level Variables**

**Publication Status, Type of Sample, Domain, and Measured Construct.** The first four general study-level variables—publication status of the research report (published vs. unpublished), type of sample used (nonstudent vs. student sample), domain (known vs. novel targets), and measured construct (evaluative vs. semantic)—were included in the meta-analytic database for exploratory purposes, without firm theoretical expectations about their effects. Notably, the publication status variable served as a direct test of publication bias.

With regard to measured construct, although the main focus of the present work is on attitudes and not on beliefs or stereotypes due to the former being overrepresented and the latter underrepresented in the relevant primary literature, it has been shown that the attitudes and beliefs overlap with each other to a considerable degree, especially when it comes to implicit social cognition (Kurdi et al., 2019; Phillips et al., 2020). In addition to including measured construct (evaluative vs. semantic) as a moderator variable, the effects of including stereotypes or beliefs in the meta-analytic models, along with several other analytic and inclusion decisions, were systematically explored in a multiverse analysis (Steegen et al., 2016; see below).

**Order of Measures.** The order in which explicit and implicit evaluations were measured (counterbalanced, explicit first, and implicit first) may be theoretically expected to influence the effects of relational information on implicit evaluation. Specifically, the influence of relational information on implicit evaluation could be especially strong when explicit evaluations are measured first due to carryover effects: Explicit evaluations are widely assumed to reflect relational information and, as such, reporting these evaluations first may make it more likely for any relational influence to generalize to implicit evaluations.

**Measure of Implicit Evaluation.** Among different measures of implicit evaluation, the Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald et al., 1998) and its variants involve effortful categorization of target stimuli, whereas the evaluative priming task (EPT; Fazio et al., 1986) and its variants and the affect misattribution procedure (AMP; Payne et al., 2005) and its variants do not. As such, given that both categorization and propositional reasoning are often assumed to be relatively less automatic processes, it is conceivable that the IAT may be more responsive to relational information than indirect measures not involving stimulus categorization.

**Design.** Relational information may be more likely to influence implicit evaluations when it is manipulated within rather than between participants (De Houwer et al., 2020) given that the former, but not the latter, design specifically directs participants’ attention to the fact that the two targets differ in the relational information characterizing them.

**Stimulus-Related Variables**

**Type of Co-Occurrence Information.** Studies have used images (Whitfield & Jordan, 2009), sounds (Moran & Bar-Anan, 2013), statements4 (DeCoster et al., 2006), words (Rydell et al., 2006), and other modalities including odors (Koranyi et al., 2013) to...

---

4 Initially, we also included narratives (k = 4) in the meta-analytic database but removed them in response to reviewer’s feedback pointing out that narratives contain rich relational content. The same reviewer also noted that statements (as “Bob continually yells at his wife in public”) also have relational content and should therefore be removed from the meta-analysis as sources of co-occurrence information. We decided to retain these cases for the following reasons: (a) designs involving behavioral statements are procedurally highly similar to evaluative conditioning designs, the only difference being spatial separation between the CS and US; (b) behavioral statements can shift implicit evaluations by virtue of their co-occurrence structure only (Kurdi & Dunham, 2021); (c) primary authors (e.g., Peters & Gawronska, 2011) often explicitly treat behavioral statements solely as a source of co-occurrence information; and (d) we did not find any difference between behavioral statements and single words as a source of co-occurrence information in moderator analyses (p = .225), suggesting that the minimal relational content of the former is unlikely to be responsible for the effects obtained.
Table 1
Moderator Variables, Including Study-Level, Stimulus-Related, and Learning-Related Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Interrater reliability</th>
<th>Variable name in database</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Final levels</th>
<th>Omitted levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study-level variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication status</td>
<td>.976 [.952, 1]</td>
<td>pubStat</td>
<td>Was the report published or not?</td>
<td>Published</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study sample</td>
<td>.968 [.940, .996]</td>
<td>studySample</td>
<td>Did the sample consist of college students or adult volunteers?</td>
<td>Published, Nonstudents</td>
<td>Students —</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>.937 [.901, .973]</td>
<td>domain</td>
<td>What type of attitude object did the study use?</td>
<td>Known, Novel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order of measures</td>
<td>.747 [.679, .815]</td>
<td>expImpOrder</td>
<td>In what order were evaluations measured?</td>
<td>Counterbalanced, Explicit first, Implicit first</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure of implicit evaluation</td>
<td>.939 [.903, .974]</td>
<td>impMeasure</td>
<td>How were implicit evaluations measured?</td>
<td>AMP family, EPT family, IAT family, Other</td>
<td>Go/No-go Association Task, Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure, Personalized IAT, Savings in relearning, Semantic Misattribution Procedure, Sequential priming, Single-Category IAT, Sorting Paired Features Task, Speeded self-report, Implicit Association Test, Affect misattribution procedure, Evaluative priming task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured construct</td>
<td>.978 [.956, 1]</td>
<td>eval</td>
<td>Did the direct and indirect measures index purely evaluative or additional semantic content?</td>
<td>Evaluative, Semantic</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of design</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>withinBetween</td>
<td>Was the design within or between participants?</td>
<td>Between-participant, Within-participant</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus-related variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of co-occurrence information</td>
<td>.819 [.761, .877]</td>
<td>typeCoOcc</td>
<td>In what format was co-occurrence information provided?</td>
<td>Images, Sounds, Statements, Words, Other</td>
<td>Odors, Wins/Losses, Narratives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of co-occurrences</td>
<td>.801 [.761, .853]</td>
<td>numCoOcc</td>
<td>How many stimulus pairings was the participant exposed to?</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of co-occurrence</td>
<td>.933 [.896, .971]</td>
<td>supralim</td>
<td>Was co-occurrence information presented subliminally or supraliminally?</td>
<td>Supraliminal, Subliminal</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(table continues)
Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Interrater reliability</th>
<th>Variable name in database</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Final levels</th>
<th>Omitted levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of relational information</td>
<td>.571 [.494, .649]</td>
<td>typeRelational</td>
<td>What type of relational information was provided to participants?</td>
<td>Causal information</td>
<td>Co-occurrence information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information on logical relations</td>
<td>Diagnosticity information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative information</td>
<td>Social role information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spatiotemporal information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Validity information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning-related variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of relational information</td>
<td>.554 [.465, .643]</td>
<td>sourceRelational</td>
<td>From what source was relational information acquired?</td>
<td>Language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Language + observation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Observation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order of co-occurrence and relational information</td>
<td>.502 [.422, .583]</td>
<td>coOccRelOrder</td>
<td>In what order were the two types of information provided?</td>
<td>Co-occurrence first, relational immediately after</td>
<td>Counterbalanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Co-occurrence first, relational second</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Relational first, co-occurrence immediately after</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Relational first, co-occurrence second</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Simultaneous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency between co-occurrence and relational information</td>
<td>.810 [.744, .875]</td>
<td>depend</td>
<td>Does the relational information modify the co-occurrence information, or does it create independent learning?</td>
<td>Relational creates independent learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Relational modifies co-occurrence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. In addition to the name of the variable and the corresponding variable name in the meta-analytic database, the table also provides definitions and information on interrater reliabilities (calculated via Gwet's AC1) and the levels of categorical variables. For variables where the number of effect sizes with either explicit or implicit evaluations as the dependent measure was below \( k = 10 \), the variable levels were recoded before any analyses were conducted. AMP = affect misattribution procedure; EPT = evaluative priming task; IAT = Implicit Association Test.
present co-occurrence information to participants. We did not have strong a priori expectations with regard to this variable. An overview of how co-occurrence information was manipulated in each study is available in online materials (https://osf.io/ybrwt/).

**Number of Co-Occurrences.** Previous meta-analytic evidence (Hofmann et al., 2010) and direct experimental evidence (Kurdi & Banaji, 2019) suggest that the effect of evaluative conditioning on implicit evaluations does not depend on the number of co-occurrences experienced by participants. However, the number of co-occurrences may still modulate relational effects on implicit evaluation. Specifically, if stimulus pairings become overlearned as a result of a large number of exposures, implicit evaluations could be less likely to additionally incorporate relational information.\(^5\)

**Duration of Co-Occurrence Information.** The duration of co-occurrence information variable was included for a theoretical reason: specifically, to delineate a group of studies in which USs were presented subliminally. In these studies, the duration of stimulus presentation and the type of information presented were confounded with each other, with co-occurrence information shown for very short durations (subliminally) and relational information presented for considerably longer durations (supraliminally). As such, if these studies produce evidence in favor of the dominance of co-occurrence information, this result may be due to the dominance of subliminal information; if they produce evidence in favor of the dominance of relational information, this result may be due to the dominance of supraliminal information.

**Type of Relational Information.** The types of relational information relayed to participants were diverse, including information about causality, such as one group of creatures starting and the other group of creatures stopping the occurrence of a melody or a scream (Moran & Bar-Anan, 2013); diagnosticity information, such as verbal instructions informing participants that stimulus pairings either express the deep underlying character of the target groups or have been randomly generated (Kurdi & Banaji, 2019); logical relations, such as context pairings suggesting that the CS and the US are the same or opposite to each other in meaning or valence (Hughes, Ye, Van Dessel, & De Houwer, 2019); narrative information, such as a vignette describing a novel target as a heroic social worker (Mann et al., 2020); spatiotemporal information, such as CSs and USs being presented relatively close to each other or relatively far away from each other (Hughes, Mattavelli, & De Houwer, 2018); and validity information, such as attaching versus not attaching the negation operator “not” to a valenced adjective serving as a US (DeCoster et al., 2006). An overview of how relational information was manipulated in each study is available in online materials (https://osf.io/ybrwt/).

**Variables Related to the Learning Process.**

**Source of Relational Information.** Although the source of relational information in the studies included in this meta-analysis was generally language, in some cases, participants were prompted to acquire relational information from direct observation alone. For example, in Study 2 of Kurdi, Morris, and Cushman (2022), some CSs were causally responsible for the appearance of USs, whereas other CSs were merely correlated with it. This difference was never verbally described to participants; rather, it had to be inferred from the physical display itself. In other studies, participants learned relational information from a combination of verbal information and direct observation. For example, in the remaining experiments of Kurdi, Morris, and Cushman (2022), the direct observation period was preceded by extensive verbal instructions.

According to De Houwer et al. (2020), relational information is especially likely to modulate implicit evaluations when it is presented verbally, rather than nonverbally. The reason for this prediction is that in the former case, relational information is more blatant, whereas in the latter case, incorporating relational information into implicit evaluations depends on participants making the inference that the relational information should be used to modify the meaning of the stimulus pairings. Participants may not spontaneously do so or may do so to different degrees.

**Order of Co-Occurrence and Relational Information.** A theoretical prediction may be formulated with regard to the order of co-occurrence and relational information. Specifically, it has been suggested that relational information may exert stronger effects on implicit evaluation if it is presented closer in time to co-occurrence information (De Houwer et al., 2020; Kurdi & Dunham, 2020). The reason for this prediction is that temporal proximity may make it easier to integrate the two types of information with each other in working memory.

**Dependence Between Co-Occurrence and Relational Information.** In most included studies, relational information was used to modify the meaning of stimulus pairings. For example, as mentioned above, Moran and Bar-Anan (2013) paired families of novel creatures with pleasant or unpleasant sounds; when relational information was assimilative, the families started sounds of a specific valence, and when relational information was contrastive, the families stopped sounds of that valence. However, in a small number of experiments, the relational information introduced entirely new details about the target unrelated to the co-occurrence information. For example, Rydell et al. (2006) presented participants with valenced word unconditioned stimuli (co-occurrence information) and verbal narratives (relational information) about the same targets. The two were thematically fully distinct, and the relational information did not, in any way, reference the co-occurrence information.

Similar to the measured construct variable, the dependence between co-occurrence and relational information variable was included in the multivariate analysis. We did so to account for the fact that cases in which relational information created new, independent learning instead of directly modifying the meaning of stimulus pairings may be seen as less directly theoretically informative. When the two types of information are unrelated to each other, the direction of the effect may more strongly depend on the relative potency of each rather than the conceptual distinction between co-occurrence information and relational information. For example, Mann et al. (2020) exposed participants to pairings of a novel target with human scream unconditioned stimuli and then told participants that the same target was a heroic social worker. In this case, co-occurrence information and relational information were both extreme in valence. However, the outcome may have been biased in favor of relational information if the stimulus pairings had been less extreme, for example, if they had involved mildly valenced line drawings (Kurdi & Banaji, 2017).

---

\(^5\) This variable was coded in response to a reviewer comment and, as such, it is not mentioned in the preregistration.
Method

Open Science Practices

Open materials and data for this article, including the meta-analytic database, R code for reproducing statistical analyses, and different types of supplementary information, are available for download from the Open Science Framework (OSF; https://osf.io/42e5f/). Virtually all inferential analyses were preregistered; those that were not preregistered are explicitly marked as exploratory below. The preregistration document (https://osf.io/w23rd/) and preregistered analysis script (https://osf.io/dmfy9/) are available from the OSF. The reporting in this article follows the reporting standards for research in psychology, as they apply to meta-analyses (APA Publications and Communications Board Working Group on Journal Article Reporting Standards, 2008).

Literature Search

The research reports potentially eligible for inclusion in the meta-analytic database were obtained from three sources: (a) iterative citation mining using the research reports included in a recent narrative review by Kurdi and Dunham (2020) as its starting point; (b) a reproducible online search conducted using the PsycINFO search engine (https://www.apa.org/pubs/databases/psycinfo); as well as (c) an open call sent out to the Society for Personality and Social Psychology listserv and targeted messages sent to the corresponding authors of research reports already included in the meta-analysis, asking them to contribute unpublished effect sizes. A step-by-step description (https://osf.io/ky4uw/) and flowchart (https://osf.io/89gye/) of the screening process, including the list of the PsycINFO search terms used, the full list of screened research reports along with reasons for exclusion (https://osf.io/zg2p7/), and the final list of included research reports (https://osf.io/a6mez/), are available in the online materials.

May 1, 2020 served as the cutoff date for the literature search. That is, we strove to identify and include all relevant research reports published (or completed) before this date in the meta-analytic database. A total of 3,842 potentially eligible unique research reports were screened for inclusion. Of these, 69 were found to be theoretically eligible for inclusion and 51 contained eligible effect sizes that were used in the final analyses. Theoretically eligible reports were not included in final analyses if (a) the effect sizes could not be computed (k = 2); (b) data were not available (k = 2); (c) the corresponding author did not respond to the request for data (k = 3); or (d) none of the individual effect sizes conformed to the inclusion criteria specified below (k = 7). Moreover, in response to reviewer’s feedback, we removed studies from the meta-analytic database if they presented co-occurrence information embedded in narratives (k = 4), given that narratives have rich relational content.

Study-Level Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

We sought to include in this meta-analysis all research reports that investigate the effects of contradictory co-occurrence and relational information on implicit evaluations in an experimental paradigm involving random assignment of participants to conditions. Explicit evaluations were also included in the meta-analytic database but, given the theoretical focus of the present work, the availability of explicit evaluations was not a criterion for inclusion. Each potentially eligible research report was screened independently by two coders (the first and second authors). If a coder was able to conclude that the research report was ineligible for inclusion on the basis of the title and abstract of the research report alone, then an exclusion decision was made immediately. If the title and abstract did not provide sufficient information, the coder reviewed the entire report to determine eligibility.

Coders relied on a decision tree to determine whether a research report was eligible for inclusion. Specifically, to be included, a research report was required to fulfill the following criteria, which were assessed by each coder in the same fixed order: (a) the research report had to be written in English; (b) the research report had to report at least one original empirical result; (c) the participants of the empirical study had to be adult humans above 18 years of age; (d) the empirical investigation had to use an indirect measure, including the EPT (Fazio et al., 1986), the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998), the AMP (Payne et al., 2005), and their variations; (e) the empirical investigation had to use an experimental procedure involving random assignment to a condition designed to shift responding on one of the indirect measures mentioned above; and (f) at least one such condition had to present co-occurrence information and relational information with contradictory evaluative implications. If the research report did not meet a criterion at any level of the decision tree, it was deemed ineligible, and compliance with the remaining criteria was not investigated.

The following did not qualify as eligible indirect measures: physiological measures, including skin conductance, startle eyeblink, and electroencephalography; parameters derived from process modeling, such as the quadruple process model (Conrey et al., 2005); and indirect measures not capturing evaluative or semantic content related to a target, such as a measure of metacognitive certainty (Petty et al., 2006). Research reports that would otherwise have been eligible but used only direct but no indirect measures of evaluation (e.g., Förderer & Unkelbach, 2012) were also not included.

Disagreements regarding inclusion/exclusion decisions and the reasons for exclusion were settled by discussion. Prior to these discussions, interrater reliability between the two coders regarding inclusion/exclusion decisions, calculated using Gwet’s agreement coefficient (AC$_2$) rather than Cohen’s κ to account for large differences in base rates (Gwet, 2010), was excellent, AC$_2$ = .994, 95% CI [.991, .996] (percent agreement: 99.38%). In addition, interrater reliability regarding specific reasons for exclusion also reflected high levels of agreement, AC$_1$ = .872, 95% CI [.861, .882] (percent agreement: 87.83%).

Coding of Effect Sizes and Moderator Variables

Coding Process and Interrater Reliabilities

Effect sizes and moderator variables (see above) were independently extracted from research reports by two coders. Disagreements about both effect sizes and moderator variables were resolved via discussion. Interrater reliabilities were calculated on the basis of each coder’s independent coding, finalized before any discussions took place. Each coder’s independent coding, prior to any discussions, is available in online materials for effect sizes (https://osf.io/4a7/) and moderator variables (https://osf.io/4v23/).
The interrater reliability for effect sizes, calculated via Gwet’s AC1 on the basis of the final Hedges’ g effect size, was good, AC1 = .745, 95% CI [.712, .778] (percent agreement: 74.52%). Similarly, interrater reliability for the variance of the Hedges’ g effect size, derived from the sample size and standard error and crucial for the calculation of meta-analytic weights, was also good, AC1 = .824, 95% CI [.795, .853] (percent agreement: 82.43%). Interrater reliabilities for moderator variables (see Table 1), also calculated via Gwet’s AC1, ranged from .502 (order of co-occurrence) to .978 (measured construct), with a median of .876. That is, all interrater reliabilities for moderator variables fell into the moderate-to-excellent range.

Establishing Independent Samples

In coding effect sizes, a distinction was made between relevant and irrelevant experimental manipulations. The former was used to split study participants into independent samples, whereas the latter was not. Manipulations qualified as relevant if they either (a) differed by the content of the co-occurrence and/or relational information provided to participants (see below) or (b) corresponded to different levels of a moderator variable included in the meta-analytic database.

In some cases, the effect of a manipulation not relevant to the coding of moderator variables was significant for one dependent measure (e.g., implicit evaluations) but not the other (e.g., explicit evaluations). In these cases, the effect sizes were set to be equal across conditions on the measure for which statistics were not reported separately. However, when the manipulation was relevant to moderator variable coding, we sought to obtain effect sizes broken down by manipulation from the study authors. Conditions reflecting theoretically relevant manipulations that did not appear in a sufficient number of studies were added to the meta-analytic database as separate independent samples without a corresponding moderator variable. Such cases included the salience manipulation used in Moran et al. (2015) and the meaningful versus simple negation manipulation used in Johnson et al. (2018).

Eligibility of Effect Sizes

As shown in Table 2, crossing co-occurrence information (positive vs. negative) and relational information (assimilative vs. contrastive) with each other results in four cells: assimilative positive information (A), assimilative negative information (B), contrastive positive information (C), and contrastive negative information (D). To return to an example used earlier, the condition in Moran and Bar-Anan’s (2013) study in which a family of creatures started a pleasant sound would qualify as an instance of A (assimilative positive information); the condition in which a family of creatures started an unpleasant sound would qualify as an instance of B (assimilative negative information); the condition in which a family of creatures stopped a pleasant sound would qualify as an instance of C (contrastive positive information); and the condition in which a family of creatures stopped an unpleasant sound would qualify as an instance of D (contrastive negative information).

From these four combinations of co-occurrence and relational information, four comparisons of interest can be derived (see Table 3). These comparisons were coded in such a way that positive values reflect the effects of relational information over and above co-occurrence information on explicit or implicit evaluations. However, as explained in more detail in the caption of Table 3, the A–B comparison should be positive under both a co-occurrence hypothesis (according to which co-occurrence information alone determines evaluations) and under a relational hypothesis (according to which co-occurrence information and relational information are integrated with each other in driving evaluations). By contrast, predictions diverge for the remaining three comparisons: Under the relational hypothesis, D–C, A–C, and D–B should all be positive; under the co-occurrence hypothesis, D–C should be negative and A–C and D–B should be zero.

In addition, we also included a smaller number of effect sizes that did not conform to the scheme outlined above. Specifically, in these studies, relational information was used not to reverse the effects of co-occurrence information but rather to denote different degrees to which the CS and the US are similar, equivalent, or related to each other. For example, Hughes, Ye, Van Dessel, and De Houwer (2019) exposed all participants to the same CS–US pairings, but participants in different conditions received different types of relational information about the CS–US relationship: Some were told that it was arbitrary, others were told that it was predictive, and a third group were told that it was causal. In studies where the manipulation involved different degrees of a positive relationship, the condition with the weakest form of relationship (e.g., arbitrary) was included using the code X, the condition with the intermediate form of relationship (e.g., predictive) using the code Y, and the condition with the strongest form of relationship (e.g., causal) using the code Z. The comparisons of interest in these studies were Y–X, Z–Y, and Z–X. Under the relational hypothesis, all these

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Combinations of Co-Occurrence Information (Positive vs. Negative) and Relational Information (Assimilative vs. Contrastive)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combinations</th>
<th>Co-occurrence information: positive</th>
<th>Co-occurrence information: negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relational information: assimilative</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational information: contrastive</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* The A, B, C, D quantities could not be directly obtained for most studies; as such, contrasts involving four different combinations of these quantities were extracted.

---

6 A, B, C, and D are theoretical quantities of interest that were generally not directly available for most studies given that implicit evaluations tend to be measured in relative, rather than absolute, ways.

7 We use “co-occurrence hypothesis” to refer to the idea that implicit evaluations emerge from co-occurrence information alone to the exclusion of relational information and “relational hypothesis” to refer to the idea that implicit evaluations emerge from joint consideration of co-occurrence and relational information. As such, these terms are shorthand used to describe patterns of expected effects succinctly rather than full-fledged theories about the nature of implicit social cognition endorsed by any particular author.

8 A reviewer of this work pointed out that the D–C comparison constitutes an especially stringent test given that in this case, co-occurrence and relational information directly contradict each other, whereas for the A–C and D–B comparisons, co-occurrence information is held constant. As such, in online materials (https://osf.io/r5q4w/), we report analyses focusing on the D–C comparison only. With few exceptions, the results of moderator analyses remained unchanged.
comparisons should be positive; under the co-occurrence hypothesis, they should be zero.

In identifying eligible effect sizes and sources of co-occurrence information and relational information within eligible studies, we relied on the definitions included in the introduction. Specifically, manipulations that conveyed (generally valenced) information about a target via repeated pairings of stimuli were identified as co-occurrence information, and manipulations that conveyed information about the way in which two stimuli are related to each other were identified as relational information. Applying these two definitions yielded unambiguous classifications for 39 out of 51 research reports that provided effect sizes for the meta-analytic database (corresponding to 76%; see [https://osf.io/ybrwt/]). In the remaining 24% of cases, we used two principles to determine eligibility: (a) inclusivity (i.e., seeking to include more, rather than fewer, effect sizes in the meta-analytic database) and (b) reliance on authors’ own reasoning. These two principles led us to include in the meta-analytic database (a) statements (e.g., “Rolanda is helpful,” k = 11 research reports) as a source of co-occurrence information although statements have (minimal) relational content and (b) spatiotemporal aspects of stimulus pairings (such as the physical distance between them, k = 1 research report) as a source of relational information. Given the conceptual ambiguity inherent in these decisions, the effects of including these effect sizes in the meta-analytic database were investigated in the multiverse analysis (see below).

Effect sizes were not included in the meta-analytic database if (a) two types of co-occurrence information but no relational information were presented (certain conditions of Hu et al., 2017b); (b) individual difference measures were used to assign participants to groups (Kurdy & Dunham, 2021); (c) a manipulation involved different combinations of co-occurrence and relational information such that the unique contribution of each could not be determined, for example, the same target was paired both with positive behaviors revealed to be characteristic (A) and negative behaviors revealed to be uncharacteristic (D; Bading et al., 2020; Brannon & Gawronski, 2017; Calanchini et al., 2013; Kurdi & Dunham, 2021; Rydell et al., 2007; Rydell & McConnell, 2006); (d) the same task was used for learning and testing (Kawakami et al., 2000); or (e) the study investigated generalization to a trait (Förderer & Unkelbach, 2016) or target (Hughes, Barnes-Holmes, et al., 2018) that was not included in the learning phase.

Eligible effect sizes were extracted from the research reports in line with the following hierarchy: (a) if a Cohen’s d measure of effect size was reported, it was extracted directly; (b) if a t test with the corresponding degrees of freedom was reported, these two values were converted into Cohen’s d; (c) if an F test with the corresponding degrees of freedom was reported, the square root of the F value (corresponding to the t value) was converted into Cohen’s d; (d) if means and standard deviations were reported, the mean was divided by the standard deviation to yield Cohen’s d (two-sample designs only); and (e) if means and standard errors were reported, the standard errors were converted to standard deviations and step (d) was applied. In each of these cases, the direction of the effect (i.e., the sign of the effect size) was additionally verified.

If effect sizes corresponding to A–B, D–C, A–C, or D–B were directly available, then they were immediately extracted from the research report. Otherwise, effect sizes corresponding to A, B, C, or D were extracted and the contrasts of interest calculated. In a final step, Cohen’s d effect sizes were transformed into Hedges’ g, which provides an unbiased estimate of the standardized mean difference. The formulas used to transform effect sizes into a common metric and to calculate the variance of the effect sizes were based on Borenstein (2009) and are available in online materials ([https://osf.io/aq93/]).

To generate a conservative estimate of the effects of relational information, if a manipulation check was administered and data were reported for both the full sample and the sample that passed the manipulation check, we included effect sizes derived from the full sample. For example, Moran et al. (2017) reported results both for the full sample and after excluding participants who did not accurately recall the evaluative information that they had encountered in the learning phase. In this case, we included data from the full sample rather than the subsample. Moreover, if type of information was manipulated within participants, we included only the effect sizes that were influenced by both co-occurrence and relational information. For example, if at Time 1, participants were exposed to an evaluative conditioning manipulation but relational information was only provided at Time 2, then Time 1 data were not included in the meta-analytic database.

We generally used zero (i.e., a neutral evaluation) as a baseline to calculate effect sizes. However, if a no-intervention control condition was available (either in a within-participant design at Time 1 or in a between-participant design), then the control condition was used as a baseline. In cases where the control condition was not a no intervention control (i.e., either co-occurrence or relational information was provided to participants), the control condition was not considered when calculating the effect size. In this way, whenever possible, the effect sizes included in the meta-analysis account for baseline differences in stimulus evaluation, allowing for a more precise estimate of the meta-analytic effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Co-occurrence hypothesis</th>
<th>Relational hypothesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A–B</td>
<td>A–B &gt; 0</td>
<td>A–B &gt; 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D–C</td>
<td>D–C &lt; 0</td>
<td>D–C &gt; 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A–C</td>
<td>A–C = 0</td>
<td>A–C &gt; 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D–B</td>
<td>D–B = 0</td>
<td>D–B &gt; 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. A–B is expected to be positive under both hypotheses, but for different reasons. Under the co-occurrence hypothesis, positive co-occurrence information (A) should result in more positive evaluations than negative co-occurrence information (B). Under the relational hypothesis, A–B should be positive because both A and B denote assimilative relational information, with A being positive and B being negative. The predictions of the two hypotheses differ for the remaining comparisons. Under the co-occurrence hypothesis, D–C should be negative because C carries positive information and D carries negative information. By contrast, under the relational hypothesis, D–C should be positive because the contrastive relational information should alter the meaning of the stimulus pairings. Finally, under the co-occurrence hypothesis, A–C and D–B should be zero given that they each carry the same co-occurrence information, and they differ only with respect to relational information. By contrast, under the relational hypothesis, positive information should give rise to more positive evaluations when relational information is assimilative (A) rather than contrastive (C); negative information should give rise to more positive evaluations when relational information is contrastive (D) rather than assimilative (B).
If the estimate of an otherwise eligible effect size could not be obtained directly from the research report, then the corresponding author was contacted with a request to provide the effect size or raw data that allowed for the calculation of the effect size. Corresponding authors were first contacted on May 17, 2021. If an author did not respond, reminders were sent following a 1-month delay and a 2-month delay. A total of 409 effect sizes could be directly extracted from research reports and 322 effect sizes were identified as missing. Of these missing effect sizes, we were able to obtain and include 266 effect sizes in the meta-analytic database,9 corresponding to a success rate of 82.61%. The remaining effect sizes (k = 56) could not be added to the meta-analytic database because they were impossible to compute (k = 26; 8.07%), the data were unavailable (k = 10; 3.11%), or the corresponding author did not respond to our request (k = 20; 6.21%).

**Analytic Strategy**

Statistical analyses were conducted using the metafor package (Viechtbauer, 2010) in the R statistical computing environment. Open data (https://osf.io/swkdy/) and analysis code (https://osf.io/9xclfl) are available for download from the online materials. All inferential analyses were preregistered. Analysis code was written after the meta-analytic database was finalized but used randomly simulated values for effect sizes to keep the analytic strategy neutral to the outcome. Readers interested in exploring the data and fitting alternative models to them can do so using a freely available Shiny app (https://meta-analysis-evaluations-shift.shinyapps.io/Kurdi_e_t_al_2022/).

**Meta-Analytic Effect Size**

The overall meta-analytic effect was calculated via stepwise model fitting using a meta-analytic mixed-effects model. Step 1 included only random intercepts for studies; Step 2 additionally included a main effect for type of evaluation (explicit vs. implicit); Step 3 additionally included a main effect for comparison (A–B, A–C, D–B, and D–C); and Step 4 additionally included a Measure × Comparison interaction. Incremental gains in model fit were determined using likelihood-ratio tests, and the best-fitting model retained and interpreted. Marginal means and prediction intervals (PIs) were calculated for each level of the retained variables (or their combinations, if applicable). In addition, the same model fitting steps were separately implemented with X, Y, and Z effect sizes as the dependent variable.

**Multiverse Analysis**

All meta-analyses involve a range of inherently subjective decisions about inclusion of primary effect sizes and the calculation of the meta-analytic effect size. To ascertain the robustness of the inferences made from the meta-analytic database, we conducted a multiverse analysis (Steegen et al., 2016) using the main effect sizes of interest (A–B, A–C, D–B, and D–C) with implicit and explicit evaluations each as the dependent measure. In the multiverse analysis, we relied on three main types of features to generate new estimates of the meta-analytic effect size: (a) moderator variables, (b) authorship, and (c) model fitting. **Moderator Variables.** Moderator variables were included in the multiverse analysis only to the extent that they could have served as the basis for reasonable alternative inclusion criteria. The effects of the remaining moderator variables were investigated only in meta-analytic moderator models (see below).

On each iteration of the multiverse analysis, we either included or excluded effect sizes where (a) the effect size originated from unpublished research reports, given that such reports may be seen as lower quality because they have not undergone peer review; (b) indirect measures were identified as such by authors but did not fall squarely within the inclusion criteria, such as speeded self-report and savings on relearning; (c) the construct measured was semantic rather than evaluative, given the main focus of the present work on attitude (rather than belief) acquisition and change; (d) statements were identified as sources of co-occurrence information, given that statements also have relational content; (e) co-occurrence information was presented subliminally and relational information was presented supraliminally, given the confounding between the two variables; (f) timing and location of the CS–US pairings were identified as sources of relational information, given that these variables can be seen as features of the co-occurrence information rather than as separate sources of relational information; and (g) the relational information was unrelated to the co-occurrence information, given that these studies may be seen as less directly theoretically informative (see above).

**Publication Bias**

Meta-analytic investigations customarily report analyses of publication bias to account for the possibility that nonsignificant effects are missing from the literature, thus skewing both the overall estimate of the effect size and moderator analyses. We generally believe that such analyses are important to conduct. Nevertheless, in the context of the present study, the outcome of any available test

---

9 Fifteen of these effect sizes were later removed because they were deemed ineligible over the course of the review process, thus resulting in a final effect size total of 660.
of publication bias should be treated with extreme caution, for multiple reasons. First, the authors of the primary studies are known to have different theoretical commitments; as such, in a way that is highly unusual for other meta-analyses, some authors may have been motivated to suppress significant effects rather than nonsignificant effects. Second, tests of publication bias are known to result in severely biased estimates in the presence of high degrees of heterogeneity (Harrer et al., 2021), which is another feature of the present meta-analytic database. Third, most primary studies included two types of dependent measure: implicit evaluations and explicit evaluations. Because it is widely accepted that relational information should influence explicit evaluation, when it did not, authors may have assumed that the manipulation failed and thus the results may have ended up in the file drawer. Importantly, in this case, the relevant results with implicit evaluations as the dependent measure would be missing from the literature due to censoring on the direct measure and not the indirect measure itself.

Considering these and other complexities of the data-generating process, we believe that any currently available standard test of publication bias would yield ambiguous, if not fully uninterpretable, results in the context of the present data. Nonetheless, we report two tests of potential publication bias below: a direct comparison of effects extracted from published and unpublished research reports and an exploratory test of correlation between sample size and effect size (Levine et al., 2009). We chose the correlation-based method due to its relative simplicity and the fact that it theoretically allows for an unusual finding of significant (rather than nonsignificant) findings missing from the published literature. At the same time, we hope that future analysts will be able to probe the presence of publication bias in the meta-analytic database using more sophisticated methods once they become available.

Moderator Analyses

Before conducting analyses using moderator variables, the distributions of those variables were inspected, and any levels containing less than 10 observations for either explicit evaluations or implicit evaluations as the dependent measure were recoded. Table 1 provides further information about the original and recoded scale levels of moderator variables. Due to the small number of X, Y, and Z effect sizes included in the meta-analytic database, moderator models included only A–C, D–B, and D–C effect sizes. A–B effect sizes were omitted from the main moderator models given that both the co-occurrence hypothesis and the relational hypothesis predict a positive A–B effect; as such, this comparison cannot inform about the relative plausibility of the two hypotheses. However, these analyses were conducted in separate models and are reported in online materials (https://osf.io/r5q4w/).

Similar to the estimation of the overall meta-analytic effect size, the effects of moderator variables were investigated via stepwise model fitting using meta-analytic mixed-effects models. Step 1 included only random intercepts for studies; Step 2 additionally included a main effect for type of evaluation (explicit vs. implicit); Step 3 additionally included a main effect for the given moderator; and Step 4 additionally included a Measure × Moderator interaction. Incremental gains in model fit were assessed using likelihood-ratio tests and the best-fitting model retained and interpreted. To facilitate interpretation, marginal means and PI’s were calculated for each level of the retained variables (or their combinations, if applicable). In addition, all pairwise comparisons were probed for statistical significance.

Results

Meta-Analytic Effect Size

Distribution of Effect Sizes

The distribution of effect sizes broken down by type of dependent measure (explicit evaluations vs. implicit evaluations) and comparison (A–B, A–C, D–B, and D–C) is shown in Figure 1. With explicit evaluations as the dependent measure (top row), as expected, effect sizes were all positive for the A–B and A–C comparisons, virtually all positive for the D–B comparison, and mostly positive for the D–C comparison. The positive effect sizes for the A–B comparison can be seen as a manipulation check, given that for this comparison, the co-occurrence information and relational information did not differ in evaluative implications. For the remaining three comparisons, in line with expectations shared across all currently available theories of explicit social cognition, the distribution of effect sizes provides strong evidence for the dominance of relational information over co-occurrence information in the acquisition and change of explicit evaluations. Unexpectedly, the D–C effect sizes exhibited noticeably larger degrees of variability than any other type of effect size, including a considerable number of negative effects indicative of the dominance of co-occurrence information over relational information.

The pattern of implicit evaluations (bottom row) was similar, although the effect sizes were overall smaller. Specifically, for the A–B comparison, effect sizes were all positive; for the A–C and D–B comparisons, effect sizes were overwhelmingly positive; and, finally, for the D–C comparison, effect sizes were highly variable, but 60% of effects were positive and 40% were negative. As such, implicit evaluations exhibited the expected patterns of sensitivity when the evaluative implications of co-occurrence information and relational information converged with each other (A–B). When they diverged, relational information tended to dominate over co-occurrence information; although (similar to explicit evaluations), this effect was stronger for the A–C and D–B comparisons than for the D–C comparison.

Meta-Analytic Model

The best-fitting meta-analytic model contained random effects for studies, accounting for dependencies between effect sizes, and a Measure (explicit evaluations vs. implicit evaluations) × Comparison (A–B, A–C, D–B, and D–C) interaction.

With explicit evaluations as the dependent measure, the A–B comparison significantly differed from zero and the effect size was large, Hedges’ $g = 1.03, 95\% \text{ CI} [0.95, 1.12]$. The 95% PI (Borenstein et al., 2017), that is, the interval in which 95% of effects are expected to fall, indicated some measure of heterogeneity, but effect sizes were expected to be consistently positive, 95% PI [0.31, 1.76]. The marginal mean for the A–C comparison also significantly differed from zero, with a very large estimated effect, $g = 1.30, 95\% \text{ CI} [1.22, 1.39]$, and no negative effects predicted to occur, 95% PI [0.57, 2.03]. A similar pattern was found for the D–B comparison, although the effect was somewhat smaller, $g = 1.15,$
Finally, we found a statistically significant but noticeably smaller (medium-sized) effect for the D–C comparison, $g = 0.46$, 95% CI [0.38, 0.53]. Moreover, this time, the 95% PI included negative effects, 95% PI [−0.27, 1.18], indicating the expectation that co-occurrence information may dominate over relational information at least some of the time.

With implicit evaluations as the dependent measure, the A–B comparison significantly differed from zero and the effect was of a medium size, Hedges’ $g = 0.55$, 95% CI [0.47, 0.63]. Unlike for explicit evaluations, negative effects were expected to emerge at least some of the time, 95% PI [−0.18, 1.28]. The marginal mean for the A–C comparison also significantly differed from zero, with a small corresponding effect, $g = 0.39$, 95% CI [0.30, 0.48], and the expectation of some negative but mostly positive effects, 95% PI [−0.34, 1.12]. A similar pattern was found for the D–B comparison, although (similar to explicit evaluations) the effect was somewhat smaller, $g = 0.29$, 95% CI [0.20, 0.37], 95% PI [−0.44, 1.02]. Finally, we found a statistically significant but very small effect for the D–C comparison, $g = 0.13$, 95% CI [0.06, 0.21], with the expectation of a considerable number of negative effects, 95% PI [−0.59, 0.86].

Planned contrasts involved explicit versus implicit evaluations within each comparison and the three crucial comparisons (A–C, D–B, and D–C) within each type of evaluation. With respect to the first type of contrast, effects on explicit evaluations were consistently larger than on implicit evaluations, including for the A–B comparison, $\chi^2(1) = 667.78$, $p < .001$; the A–C comparison, $\chi^2(1) = 1013.09$, $p < .001$; the D–B comparison, $\chi^2(1) = 1169.43$, $p < .001$; and the D–C comparison, $\chi^2(1) = 507.75$, $p < .001$.

Within explicit evaluations, all pairwise contrasts between comparisons were significant, with A–C producing a larger effect than D–B, $\chi^2(1) = 41.87$, $p < .001$; A–C producing a larger effect than D–C, $\chi^2(1) = 1608.93$, $p < .001$; and D–B producing a larger effect than D–C, $\chi^2(1) = 1193.01$, $p < .001$. The pattern for implicit
evaluations as the dependent measure was the same, with A–C producing a larger effect than D–B, $\chi^2(1) = 12.14, p < .001$; A–C producing a larger effect than D–C, $\chi^2(1) = 103.09, p < .001$; and D–B producing a larger effect than D–C, $\chi^2(1) = 8.55, p = .003$.

As such, overall, we found evidence for the dominance of relational information over co-occurrence information in determining the direction of explicit and, more importantly, implicit evaluations. However, relational effects on implicit evaluations were smaller than relational effects on explicit evaluations and differed from each other in size depending on the specific comparison investigated. Nevertheless, interestingly, the pattern of differences across comparisons was the same for explicit and implicit evaluations. We return to this pattern of results in detail in the General Discussion section.

Secondary Analyses

In secondary analyses, we sought to establish whether the same pattern of results would generalize to effect sizes that we coded as X, Y, and Z, expressing differing degrees of a relationship, rather than the distinction between assimilative and contrastive relational information (as for the main effect sizes discussed above). Given the small number of Y effect sizes, only X and Z effect sizes were included in the model.

The best-fitting meta-analytic model contained random effects for studies, accounting for dependencies between effect sizes, and a Measure (explicit evaluations vs. implicit evaluations) × Comparison (X vs. Z) interaction. Within explicit evaluations, the Z comparison (strong relational information), $g = 1.09, 95\% CI [0.96, 1.21], 95\% PI [0.68, 1.50]$, produced a significantly larger effect than the X comparison (same co-occurrence information but weak relational information), $g = 0.84, 95\% CI [0.72, 0.97], 95\% PI [0.43, 1.25], \chi^2(1) = 51.82, p < .001$. The pattern of means was similar for implicit evaluations as the dependent measure, with the Z comparison, $g = 0.79, 95\% CI [0.67, 0.91], 95\% PI [0.38, 1.20]$, producing a significantly larger effect than the X comparison (same co-occurrence information but weak relational information), $g = 0.62, 95\% CI [0.50, 0.74], 95\% PI [0.21, 1.03], \chi^2(1) = 22.55, p < .001$. As such, in line with the results obtained for the main comparisons above, both types of evaluation seemed sensitive to the strength of relationship communicated to participants while holding co-occurrence information constant.

Exploratory Analysis of Explicit–Implicit Convergence

Given that explicit and implicit evaluations showed similar overall patterns of sensitivity to co-occurrence and relational information, we explored whether the similarity also emerged at the level of studies, that is, whether implicit evaluations changed more in a specific sample when explicit evaluations changed. To do so, we fit a meta-analytic moderator model to a subset of studies and conditions for which both explicit and implicit measures were available ($k = 266$).

The level of alignment was, again, remarkable. When explicit evaluations were at neutrality, implicit evaluations were too, $\beta_0 = -0.10, 95\% CI [-0.20, 0.01], z = -1.76, p = .078$. Moreover, the effect sizes emerging for explicit evaluations were significantly and strongly predictive of the effect sizes emerging for implicit evaluations, $\beta_1 = 0.81, 95\% CI [0.77, 0.86], z = 34.43, p < .001$. In other words, when explicit evaluations shifted (strongly), implicit evaluations also shifted (strongly) and vice versa.

Multiverse Analysis

As shown in Table 4, the number of unique analyses performed differed widely depending on the measure–comparison combination, ranging from 336 for the implicit A–C comparison to 3,052 for the implicit D–C comparison. The reason for this discrepancy is that moderators took on different ranges of unique values and showed different patterns of dependencies as a function of the specific measure–comparison combination.

For the A–B, A–C, and D–B comparisons, the multiverse analysis underscored the robustness of the findings that we obtained in the main meta-analytic model above, such that for both explicit and implicit evaluations as the dependent measure, mean effect sizes were consistently positive and exhibited little variability (SDs ≤ 0.24 for explicit evaluations and SDs ≤ 0.08 for implicit evaluations).

By contrast, for the D–C comparison, mean effect sizes showed considerable variation from iteration to iteration, ranging from $g = 0.06$ to $g = 0.90$ for explicit evaluations and from $g = -0.11$ to $g = 0.09$ for implicit evaluations. As such, for this comparison, meta-analytic estimates seem less robust to exclusion and analytic decisions, which may have been expected given the larger number of valid iterations alone. At the same time, mean effect sizes were positive for both comparisons. Moreover, crucially, we obtained little evidence for a significantly negative overall effect, which would have been predicted by a pure co-occurrence hypothesis.

Publication Bias

The size of the effect for the crucial A–C, D–B, and D–C comparisons did not depend on the publication status of the research report ($ps \geq .123$), thus not suggesting the presence of publication bias. With respect to A–B comparisons, effect sizes did not differ by publication status for implicit evaluations, and effect sizes were, on average, larger in unpublished than in published studies for explicit evaluations (see supplementary analyses).

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of evaluation</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>$N_{unique}$</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explicit A–B</td>
<td></td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit A–C</td>
<td></td>
<td>488</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit D–B</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,024</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit D–C</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,620</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit A–B</td>
<td></td>
<td>804</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit A–C</td>
<td></td>
<td>336</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit D–B</td>
<td></td>
<td>712</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit D–C</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,052</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $N_{unique} =$ number of unique models; $M =$ mean effect size (in Hedges’ $g$ units); $SD =$ standard deviation of effect size estimates across models; minimum = minimum effect size estimate; maximum = maximum effect size estimate.
As a second measure of publication bias, we correlated sample sizes with effect sizes separately for explicit and implicit evaluations. The correlation was near zero and not statistically significant in both cases, $r = -0.04$, $t(307) = -0.73$, $p = .467$ for explicit evaluations, and $r = -0.03$, $t(285) = -0.56$, $p = .575$ for implicit evaluations. We obtained similar results when the analyses were restricted to the crucial A–C, D–B, and D–C comparisons. With the considerable caveats mentioned above, these two analyses converge on providing no evidence of systematic publication bias (favoring either null results or significant results) in the meta-analytic database.

**Moderator Analyses**

The results of moderator analyses are presented in detail in Table 5. The moderator analyses reported in the main text focus on comparisons where the evaluative implications of co-occurrence information and relational information diverge (A–C, D–B, and D–C). However, where informative for contrast, we also refer to supplementary analyses involving the A–B comparison.

**Study Sample**

Study sample did not significantly moderate the effect of relational information on implicit evaluations. By contrast, the effect of relational information on explicit evaluations was stronger among students than among nonstudents.

**Domain**

Domain significantly moderated the effect of relational information on implicit evaluations such that the effect was significant and positive for novel targets, whereas it was negative and not significantly different from zero for known targets. Supplementary analyses suggest that this pattern was unique to the crucial comparisons; the strength of the effect did not differ between known and novel targets for the A–B comparison. In addition, explicit evaluations exhibited the opposite pattern: The effects of relational information were significantly stronger for known than for novel targets.

**Order of Measures**

The order of measures significantly moderated the effect of relational information on implicit evaluations: Unexpectedly, the strongest effects of relational information were observed when implicit evaluations were measured first, the weakest effects were observed when explicit evaluations were measured first, and counterbalanced designs produced intermediate effect sizes. Notably, however, this pattern of moderation was not unique to the crucial comparisons nor to implicit evaluations: The largest effects were observed with implicit evaluations measured first for the A–B comparison (see supplementary analyses) and with explicit evaluations as the dependent measure.

**Measure of Implicit Evaluation**

The measure of implicit evaluation significantly moderated the effect of relational information on implicit evaluations: Unexpectedly, the mean effect was significantly different from zero only for the AMP and related measures; on the IAT, the predicted effects were more likely to be positive than negative (but not significantly so); and on the EPT, positive and negative effects were equally likely to emerge. Notably, this pattern of moderation was unique to the crucial comparisons; for the A–B comparison, the strongest effects were produced by the IAT, followed by the AMP, and then the EPT, in the order of the psychometric strength of the three measures.

**Measured Construct**

Measured construct did not significantly moderate the effect of relational information on implicit evaluations. By contrast, the effect of relational information on explicit evaluations was somewhat stronger for evaluative than for semantic attributes.

**Design**

Design significantly moderated the effect of relational information on implicit evaluations such that the effects of relational information were stronger in between-participant than in within-participant designs. Explicit evaluations exhibited the same pattern.\(^{10}\)

**Type of Co-Occurrence Information**

Type of co-occurrence information significantly moderated the effect of relational information on implicit evaluations such that the effect was strongest for verbal types of co-occurrence information (statements and words) and weaker for nonverbal types of co-occurrence information (sounds and especially images). Explicit evaluations exhibited a somewhat different pattern: Here, statements and sounds produced the strongest effects, followed by words and images.

**Number of Co-Occurrences**

The number of co-occurrences did not significantly moderate the effect of relational information on implicit evaluations. By contrast, unexpectedly, the effect of relational information on explicit evaluations was significantly stronger for larger (rather than smaller) numbers of co-occurrences.

**Co-Occurrence Duration**

The duration of co-occurrence information did not significantly moderate the effect of relational information on implicit evaluations. By contrast, the effect of relational information on explicit evaluations was stronger when co-occurrence information was presented subliminally rather than supraliminally.

---

\(^{10}\) The variable used in this analysis relied on the type of test at retrieval. An anonymous reviewer alerted us to the fact that although the effects of relational information may be probed between participants at test, relational information may have been manipulated within participants at encoding. We were able to identify one research report with $k = 12$ effect sizes for implicit evaluation and $k = 24$ effect sizes for explicit evaluation that followed this type of procedure (Moran et al., 2017). The results remain unchanged with this research report excluded from analyses.
Table 5
Moderator Variable Models for the Crucial (A–C, D–B, and D–C) Comparisons With Implicit and Explicit Evaluations as the Dependent Variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Published</th>
<th>Implicit evaluations</th>
<th>Explicit evaluations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>k</td>
<td>Estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study sample</td>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>Nonstudents</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Students</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>Known</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Main effects</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order of measures</td>
<td>Main effects</td>
<td>Counterbalanced</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Implicit first</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>−0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Implicit second</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levels of categorical moderator variable; k = number of effect sizes; estimate = marginal mean estimated from the best-fitting model; 95% CI = 95% confidence interval around the marginal mean; 95% PI = 95% prediction interval around the marginal mean; AMP = affect misattribution procedure; EPT = evaluative priming task; IAT = Implicit Association Test. Different subscripts within each measure–comparison combination denote significant differences. For estimates denoted with an asterisk, no significant differences could be established either because the number of effects was too small or because the pattern of significant differences did not allow for clusters of effect sizes to be delineated.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Type of Relational Information

Type of relational information significantly moderated the effect of relational information on implicit evaluations such that the effect was strongest for logical and narrative information and weaker for causal and validity information. Explicit evaluations exhibited a somewhat different pattern: Here, narratives produced the strongest effect, followed by casual information, validity information, and, finally, logical information.

Source of Relational Information

Source of relational information did not significantly moderate the effect of relational information on implicit evaluations. By contrast, the effect of relational information on explicit evaluations was strongest when relational information was acquired from a combination of language and observation, followed by language, and finally by observation alone.

Order of Co-Occurrence and Relational Information

Order of co-occurrence and relational information significantly moderated the effect of relational information on implicit evaluations such that the effect was strongest when relational information was presented first and co-occurrence information was presented immediately after and weakest when co-occurrence information was presented first and relational information was presented second. The remaining orders produced effects of intermediate size. Explicit evaluations exhibited a similar pattern but with cleaner separation such that the strongest effects occurred when the two types of information were presented immediately after each other, followed by simultaneous presentation, and finally by presentation of the two types of information far apart in time.

Dependence Between Co-Occurrence and Relational Information

Dependence between co-occurrence and relational information significantly moderated the effect of relational information on implicit evaluations such that the effect was strongest when relational information modified the meaning of co-occurrence information and considerably weaker when the two were unrelated. By contrast, the effect of relational information on explicit evaluations was stronger when the two types of information were unrelated to each other rather than related.

General Discussion

In the present meta-analysis, we have provided a quantitative synthesis of over 600 effect sizes extracted from 51 research reports to investigate how implicit evaluations shift under conditions where co-occurrence information about an attitude object (e.g., pairings of a vaccine brand with unpleasant symptoms) and relational information about the same attitude object (e.g., the vaccine brand prevents those symptoms) have contradictory evaluative implications. The most important finding emerging from this work is that, much like with explicit (self-reported) evaluations, the dominance of relational information over co-occurrence information is the rule rather than the exception in the acquisition and change of implicit (indirectly revealed) evaluations. These findings are fundamentally incompatible with the idea that implicit evaluations are the product of an informationally encapsulated cognitive system that reflects only the effects of co-occurrence information, to the full exclusion of relational information. In addition, they suggest that evaluative conditioning effects tend to be subserved by cognitive processes that are penetrable by high-level reasoning involving stimulus relations.

Theoretical Implications

These results may be easiest to reconcile with those accounts that posit that implicit evaluations, similar to their explicit counterparts, are fundamentally propositional in nature (De Houwer, 2014; De Houwer & Hughes, 2016; Kurdi & Dunham, 2020; Mandelbaum, 2016). By contrast, they seem considerably less compatible with those accounts according to which implicit evaluations are thought to originate primarily, if not exclusively, from associative representations (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006; McConnell & Rydell, 2014; Rydell & McConnell, 2006; Smith & DeCoster, 2000; Strack & Deutsch, 2004). After all, in the experiments included in this meta-analysis, participants were exposed to both co-occurrence information and relational information about the same attitude object under conditions where the evaluative implications of the two were clearly in conflict.

Accordingly, the main finding of this meta-analysis seems compatible with the conclusions of a recent narrative review with a similar focus by Kurdi and Dunham (2020). That narrative review concluded that “relational information can have a stronger influence on implicit evaluations than conflicting co-occurrence information” (p. S56) and that “such a pattern […] , although subject to certain boundary conditions, is the rule rather than the exception” (p. S57). In addition, the present findings are also easily reconciled with recent proposals suggesting that propositional processes give rise to evaluative conditioning effects (De Houwer, 2018b).

As mentioned in the introduction, associative and hybrid (dual-process) accounts of implicit evaluation differ from each other considerably in terms of the degree to which they allow for interactions between implicit and explicit evaluations and, in a similar vein, for relational influences on implicit evaluation. As such, the present results seem most directly incompatible with the SEM (McConnell & Rydell, 2014; Rydell & McConnell, 2006), which posits that implicit and explicit evaluations emerge from two separate (informationally encapsulated) cognitive systems. By contrast, they are easier to reconcile with more permissive theories, such as the APE model (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006), which assume that implicit and explicit evaluations should both emerge from the interplay of learning based on co-occurrences and learning based on more complex relational content.

Theories by Smith and DeCoster (2000) and Strack and Deutsch (2004) posit that implicit evaluations may be influenced by relational information as a result of protracted practice (such as when the sum $3 + 2$ is not calculated in a rule-based manner anymore but simply pops into a person’s consciousness). However, the present studies involved relatively short learning phases, thus making it unlikely that such overlearning would emerge. As such, it is not easy to see how theories by Smith and DeCoster (2000) and Strack and Deutsch (2004) would account for the present results. In addition, evidence for the rapid revision of implicit evaluations has been provided in a considerable number of studies.
Under such a theory, implicit evaluations of a target would still be proximally mediated by conceptual associations (such as MEDICINE–BAD) but these conceptual associations would be fully amenable to forming and changing via propositional processes (such as reasoning about the symptoms that the medicine may be able to prevent). However, we are skeptical as to whether and how an account of this kind could be empirically distinguished from already existing propositional accounts (De Houwer, 2018a).

Variability in Relational Influences on Implicit and Explicit Evaluations Due to Type of Comparison

Although the mean meta-analytic effect size is most naturally compatible with a propositional perspective, additional analyses also considering the type of comparison being investigated paint a significantly more complex overall picture. Taken together, these analyses suggest that relational information alone is not sufficient to account for patterns of change in implicit evaluation. Rather, implicit evaluations seem to emerge from the interplay of relational information and co-occurrence information.

The influence of co-occurrence information, over and above relational information, is visible in the fact that (a) relational influences were stronger when co-occurrence information was held constant (A–C and D–B comparisons) rather than manipulated (D–C comparison); (b) even when co-occurrence information was held constant, relational influences were more apparent in the positive (A–C) than in the negative domain (D–B); and (c) in cases involving both co-occurrence information and contradictory relational information, the contrastive case (D–C) was not simply a mirror image of the assimilative case (A–B) but rather produced a considerably smaller effect. These results were consistently reflected by (a) differences in mean effect size estimates, (b) amounts of associated heterogeneity, and (c) robustness of the effect size estimate across different iterations of the multiverse analysis.

Additionally, and remarkably, explicit evaluations exhibited the very same pattern of comparison differences that implicit evaluations did: Relational information dominated most clearly when the valence of co-occurrence information was held constant across the two targets; when co-occurrence information was held constant, relational effects were larger in the positive than in the negative domain; and when the valence associated with the two targets differed, the difference between them was more than twice as large when relational information was assimilative rather than contrastive. Moreover, an exploratory analysis indicated that explicit and implicit evaluations tended to move in tandem: When one changed,
the other did too; and when one did not, the other did not either. As such, these results provide clear evidence for the idea that, much like their implicit counterparts, explicit evaluations are not immune to the effects of co-occurrence information but rather emerge from a joint consideration of relational information and co-occurrence information even when the two are directly in conflict with each other.

We believe that the result that explicit evaluations emerge from a mix of co-occurrence and relational information is among the most important (if unexpected) findings of the present meta-analysis and, as such, will require considerable attention in future theoretical and empirical work. In fact, several investigations outside the field of attitude research have suggested that explicit judgments, which most contemporary theories of attitude acquisition and change assume should be fully propositional, are often influenced by associative processes (e.g., Rehder, 2009, 2015). Importantly, individual investigations in the attitude domain have also yielded similar conclusions (e.g., Moran et al., 2016). The present results seem to be broadly in line with these perspectives, with the above-mentioned caveat that the influence of co-occurrence information need not always map onto associative processes and the influence of relational information need not always map onto propositional processes.

How might one account for this type of result in terms of currently available theories of implicit (and explicit) evaluation? At a first glance, dual-process theories, such as the APE model (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006, 2018), under which implicit evaluation is thought to be a function of the joint operation of associative and propositional processes, may appear to be best equipped to account for the present findings. However, these theories prominently predict a difference between implicit and explicit evaluations in their relative sensitivity to co-occurrence and relational information, with the former thought to be primarily responsive to the former and the latter thought to be primarily responsive to the latter. And yet, in the present meta-analysis, patterns of change were highly similar across the two types of evaluation (other than a main effect of measure type, to which we return below).

That said, dual-process (and associative) theories may be modified to account for the totality of these results. For example, it is conceivable that, as suggested by several accounts of this kind, co-occurrence information may give rise to low-level, stimulus-driven associative processes (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006; McConnell & Rydell, 2014; Rydell & McConnell, 2006; Smith & DeCoster, 2000; Strack & Deutsch, 2004) but that these processes may influence not only implicit evaluations but also their explicit counterparts. These influences may be direct, or may unfold indirectly, as mediated by implicit evaluations (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006; Greenwald & Banaji, 2017). As such, this type of modified account would retain a relatively strict separation between associative and propositional processes but would do away with a one-to-one mapping between associative learning and implicit evaluation and propositional learning and explicit evaluation.

Alternatively, the effects of co-occurrence information on both explicit and implicit evaluations may be mediated by propositional processes, including propositional processes invoked by the experimental context. Specifically, participants in an experiment may treat co-occurrence information and relational information in similar ways, as forming part of the same persuasion attempt (De Houwer & Hughes, 2016). As such, they may reason about the experimenter’s intent in the context of this persuasion attempt and make inferences about why the experimenter chose to say, “It is not true that Sue Ellen is mean” instead of choosing the more straightforward phrasing “Sue Ellen is nice.” Is the experimenter trying to create uncertainty? Are they implying that someone else thought that Sue Ellen was mean? We believe that devoting more attention to the pragmatics of the communicative situation between the experimenter and the participant (Grice, 1975) and treating experiments as pedagogical situations (Csibra & Gergely, 2009) may go a long way toward understanding effects of this kind.

Moderators Accounting for Variability in Relational Influences on Implicit Evaluation

Additional complexity in the meta-analytic findings was created by the results of moderator analyses. As we detail below, current theories of implicit evaluation are not particularly well-equipped to account for these effects. As such, we hope that the correlational findings involving moderator variables, to which we now turn, will spur not only attempts at experimental validation but also attempts at new theory development.

In terms of the results that they produced, the moderator variables probed in this meta-analysis can be roughly categorized into three sets: (a) variables that did not moderate the effects of relational information on implicit evaluation; (b) variables that moderated the effects of relational information on both implicit and explicit evaluations in similar ways; and (c) variables that uniquely moderated the effects of relational information on implicit (but not explicit) evaluation.

Notably, the effects of relational information on implicit evaluation were not modulated by six of the 14 moderators included: publication status (published vs. unpublished), study sample (non-student vs. student), measured construct (evaluation vs. belief), number of co-occurrences, duration of co-occurrence information (subliminal vs. supraliminal), and the source of relational information (language, language + observation, and observation; for a competing prediction, see De Houwer et al., 2020). As such, these findings provide evidence for the robustness of this type of effect.

The effects of relational information on both implicit and explicit evaluations were similarly affected by the order of the two measures and the order of co-occurrence and relational information. Specifically, the effects of relational information were strongest when implicit evaluations were measured first, weaker when the two measures were counterbalanced, and weakest when explicit evaluations were measured first. This is an effect that we did not expect a priori; in fact, we speculated that completing the self-report measure before the indirect measure might have produced carryover effects such that the relational information retrieved on the former would influence responding on the latter.

A potential post hoc explanation for this effect is that relational information is more difficult to encode, maintain in memory, and retrieve than co-occurrence information is. As such, its effect on implicit evaluation may be stronger when the evaluation is retrieved closer in time to the original learning (without an intervening measure of explicit evaluation). By contrast, because explicit evaluation allows more effortful processing, the effect of relational information on explicit evaluation may be less affected by the order of the measures.14

14 We thank an anonymous reviewer for alerting us to this possibility.
Be that as it may, we believe that this pattern of results will require experimental confirmation and, if confirmed, a theoretical explanation.

The effects of the temporal proximity of co-occurrence and relational information on implicit evaluation are more easily explained theoretically (Kurdi & Dunham, 2020): Given processing limits and constraints on long-term memory, the two types of information seem easiest to integrate with each other when they are presented close to each other in time rather than far apart but not simultaneously. Interestingly, these limitations appear to be operating not only in the context of implicit evaluations but even in the context of explicit evaluations, suggesting another way in which the processes giving rise to each may overlap with each other. This result is also roughly in line with predictions about temporal proximity by De Houwer et al. (2020), although these authors predicted that the largest effect should emerge when co-occurrence and relational information are presented at the same time. In fact, it seems that the working memory demands of simultaneous presentation may interfere with learning relative to a design in which the two types of information are presented close to each other in time but not concurrently.

Finally, we found that relational information had a larger effect on implicit (and explicit) evaluations when it was manipulated between, rather than within, participants. This finding is in contradiction with a prediction by De Houwer et al. (2020) who reasoned that relational information should be more impactful in within-participant designs because in such designs, participants’ attention is focused directly on variation in relational information, whereas in between-participant designs, it is not. Although we did not expect to find the opposite effect, like the effect of temporal order of presentation, it can be attributed to differences in working memory demands. Namely, within-participant but not between-participant designs require participants to hold multiple (contradictory) pieces of relational information simultaneously in mind and to try to commit them into long-term memory.

The effects of relational information on implicit evaluation were uniquely moderated by the domain of the study (known vs. novel targets), the indirect measure (AMP, EPT, and IAT), as well as the type of co-occurrence and relational information. Specifically, implicit evaluations were more likely to be affected by relational information when co-occurrence information was presented verbally (as statements or words) rather than nonverbally (as sounds or images). This effect, although unexpected, is not difficult to explain theoretically given that propositional representations are widely assumed to be language-based; as such, the match between the type of stimulus presentation and type of representation may give rise to stronger effects. When it comes to type of relational information, we believe that the correlational finding emerging from this meta-analysis, according to which implicit evaluations are more responsive to information on logical relations and to narrative information than to causal information and validity information, will require experimental confirmation.

In addition, we found that implicit evaluations were most consistently affected by relational information when they were measured by the AMP and considerably less consistently when they were measured by the IAT or EPT. Crucially, this effect was unique to cases when the evaluative implications of co-occurrence information and relational information diverged from each other; when the two converged, the magnitude of the effects across the three types of measure was in line with previous findings about their general psychometric strength and responsiveness to evaluative information (Bar-Anan & Nosek, 2014, 2017). Notably, we had tentatively predicted that among the three types of measure, the IAT might exhibit the strongest relational effects given that it uniquely involves effortful stimulus categorization. This prediction was clearly not borne out by the data. As such, we recommend that, whenever possible, researchers include both the IAT and the AMP in examinations of relational effects. Moreover, we urge renewed theoretical and empirical focus on the sources of differences in learning effects observed using different indirect measures.

Worryingly with regard to the generality of the overall meta-analytic effect, we found that relational information tended to influence implicit evaluations only for novel and not for known targets. Notably, the opposite effect was observed for explicit evaluations, which tended to be modulated by relational information for known but not for novel targets. Moreover, target type had no significant effect on implicit evaluations when co-occurrence information and relational information had convergent evaluative implications (i.e., the A–B comparison). We believe that this correlational finding should be subjected to experimental testing using a wide variety of designs directly manipulating the type of target (known vs. novel).

For this variable, direct experimental tests seem especially important given that the meta-analytic estimate for known targets was derived from a noticeably smaller set of effect sizes (k = 34) than the estimate for novel targets (k = 169), thus resulting in considerably more uncertainty around the former estimate. At a more general level, the lack of tests involving existing social categories highlights an unfortunate disconnect between theoretically driven experimental work on the basic processes underlying implicit evaluation and translational work that aims to produce change in preexisting social attitudes (most notably, attitudes toward social categories). Given the potential benefits to both fields, it is our hope that future work will be able to bridge this gap.

Sources of Variability to Be Explored in Future Work

We believe that the most important result emerging from the present meta-analysis is that implicit evaluations can be (and, more often than not, are) susceptible to the effects of relational information. Notably, failures of relational information to produce effects in specific studies cannot be taken as evidence against the general idea of such susceptibility. After all, not all relational information is created equal, and it is well-known that some persuasion attempts are more successful than others even with explicit evaluations as the dependent measure.15 In line with this idea, we found that explicit and implicit evaluations tended to shift in tandem, implying that relevant experiments differed from each other in terms of the intrinsic effectiveness of the information on which they relied, irrespective of the explicit–implicit distinction.

Regarding potential sources of such differences in effectiveness, a large body of past work suggests that persuasion attempts tend to be more effective when participants have the motivation to engage with the material (Cacioppo et al., 1986), when the context is more rather than less conducive to learning (e.g., depending on group size; Harkins & Petty, 1983), and when the message contains strong

---

15 We thank an anonymous reviewer for raising this point.
rather than weak arguments (Pettit & Wegener, 1991). Given the amount of overlap observed between explicit and implicit evaluations in the present meta-analysis, we believe that these same and many other factors may be fruitfully explored in future empirical work to understand the variability in the strength of relational influences on implicit evaluation. Specifically, we hope that investigators will examine at least three potential moderators whose effects could not be tested in the present meta-analysis due to lack of sufficient variability among the research reports included: (a) a more fine-grained typology of relational information, (b) processing conditions during encoding, and (c) the distinction between immediate and enduring effects.

**Types of Relational Information**

The categorization of relational information in the present meta-analysis was fairly crude and was not able to fully illuminate theoretical differences across different types of relational manipulations. Notably, in a rare direct experimental test, Mann et al. (2020) found that the effects of negative stimulus pairings were overturned by relational information describing the target as a hero but not by relational information instructing participants to mentally reverse the valence of stimulus pairings. Of course, these two manipulations differ from each other in several ways and, as such, it is impossible to know with certainty why a difference may have emerged between them. An answer to this question, and the more general question of what makes manipulations of relational information successful, would require more systematic investigation.

At a more general level, we believe that, given the state of the evidence, the time is ripe to leave existence proof demonstrations of the effects of relational information on implicit evaluation behind and instead ask what makes specific types of relational information more or less effective in shifting implicit evaluations. In addition to the factors mentioned above—such as motivation, context, and argument strength—other potentially impactful features may include episodic detail, diagnosticity, as well as the distinction between novel learning and the reinterpretation of old information (see Cone et al., 2017; Kurdi & Dunham, 2020; Mann et al., 2020). However, these proposals are yet to be investigated in sufficient detail. Moreover, given the vastness of the space of relational manipulations, we anticipate that different, and potentially more useful, proposals will be made in the future about how this space should best be carved up in a theoretically meaningful way.

**Encoding Conditions**

We believe that it would be equally important to systematically investigate whether and how the effects of relational information on implicit evaluations may be modulated by encoding conditions during learning. In the overwhelming majority of studies included in the meta-analytic database, participants were specifically asked to memorize the information to which they were about to be exposed and instructed that they would need to use the information later. In addition, encoding conditions did not tend to be particularly challenging given that participants had the opportunity to fully focus on the relevant evaluative information, without any external distractions. These conditions seem to favor the possibility of effortful propositional processing, thus potentially stacking the deck in favor of finding effects of relational information (although propositional reasoning need not always be effortful; De Neys & Pennycook, 2019; Quilty-Dunn & Mandelbaum, 2018).

In line with this conjecture, what little evidence exists on encoding conditions tends to suggest that these conditions may moderate the effects of relational information on implicit evaluations to a considerable degree. Specifically, Moran et al. (2015) found that implicit evaluations were more likely to reflect relational influences when participants had been instructed to form impressions of the targets rather than to memorize co-occurrences. Similarly, recent results by Fan et al. (2021) show that participants tend to spontaneously incorporate inferences about stimulus relations into implicit evaluations under optimal processing conditions during encoding but not when simultaneously completing a demanding secondary task. As such, we see investigations of encoding conditions as a priority for future work in this domain and as an important step toward bridging the gap between learning effects observed under relatively pristine experimental conditions and under more ecologically realistic conditions often characterized by the presence of competing sources of information.

**Long-Term Effects**

Equally missing from most relevant research reports are tests of long-term effects (for exceptions, see Cone et al., 2019, 2021; Kurdi & Banaji, 2019). Notably, in one of the few available studies, Kurdi and Banaji (2019) found that the effects of co-occurrence information tended to persist longer than the effects of relational information, even over a relatively short timescale of less than a full hour. However, the scope and generalizability of this difference is unclear given the near-complete absence of relevant empirical work.

In addition to the issue of long-term effects, it would be similarly important to interrogate the relative resistance of co-occurrence information and relational information to counterattitudinal information—a question often investigated in the context of explicit evaluations (e.g., Knowles & Linn, 2004). Remarkably, recent experiments by Kurdi, Mann, et al. (2021) have found that although certain forms of propositional learning can produce strong immediate and long-term effects on implicit evaluation, these same effects are also highly vulnerable to reinstatement via simple and relatively weak forms of co-occurrence information. The issues of long-term persistence and robustness to counterattitudinal information are all the more crucial because they have the potential to inform not only research on the basic nature of implicit evaluation and evaluative learning but also theoretically driven interventions.

**Additional Implications for Method and Theory**

Finally, although this meta-analysis was not designed to directly test these questions, the present results also speak to two longstanding theoretical controversies: one regarding the malleability of implicit evaluations and the second about the validity of indirect measures.

**Broader Theoretical Implications**

The present findings are difficult to reconcile with early theoretical ideas about implicit evaluations being generally resistant to change (Bargh, 1999; Devine, 1989; Fiske, 1998; Wilson et al., 2000).
Rather, they are broadly in line with early work that emphasized the flexibility of implicit evaluation (e.g., Blair, 2002; Ferguson & Bargh, 2004; Moskowitz et al., 1999) as well as with recent empirical results (Lai et al., 2014) and theoretical perspectives (Cone et al., 2017; De Houwer, 2014; De Houwer et al., 2020; Kurdi & Dunham, 2020; Mandelbaum, 2016) according to which implicit evaluations should flexibly respond to evaluative information encountered in the environment. The results reported above are also easily reconcilable with approaches positing that implicit and explicit evaluations reflect the same underlying representations (independent of how they were formed) and differ mainly in the conditions under which these representations are expressed in overt behavior (e.g., Fazio, 1990, 2007).

**Implications for the Validity of Indirect Measures**

The present findings provide solid evidence that indirect measures are capable of reflecting the effects of evaluative information across a wide range of contexts, thus suggesting that they, indeed, index evaluative representations (Kurdi, Ratliff, & Cunningham, 2021). In addition, the convergence between explicit and implicit evaluations both at the level of mean patterns and individual effect sizes suggests that the two reflect similar mental content, thus providing further evidence for construct validity.

At the same time, these results are silent on the validity of indirect measures as measures of individual differences. Moreover, it is not clear whether the same strong results of convergence would generalize to social targets that are well-known to participants, and especially social targets subject to strong social desirability concerns (Nosek, 2005). After all, dissociations between implicit and explicit evaluation are particularly frequent in the context of such targets, and such targets were markedly underrepresented in the present meta-analytic sample. More generally, given that implicit–explicit dissociations are well-documented in the literature, they require a theoretical explanation. Based on the results of the present meta-analysis, differences in sensitivity to co-occurrence information and relational information may not be a particularly strong contender to account for these effects.

Moreover, the meta-analytic effect sizes for implicit evaluations were considerably smaller than the corresponding meta-analytic effect sizes for explicit evaluations. As such, differences observed across the two types of evaluation may be explained not by substantive differences between explicit and implicit social cognition at the level of processes or mechanisms but rather by differences in the psychometric strength of direct and indirect measures (see Footnote 14). In line with this possibility, a difference across measures emerged even when the evaluative implications of co-occurrence information and relational information converged and, as such, the results could not be attributed to differential sensitivity of each type of measure to relational information. Although some theoretical perspectives suggest that the relatively noisy nature of indirect measures is a feature rather than a bug (Dagle & van der Maas, 2020), we believe that improving the psychometric properties of these measures should be a priority in methodologically oriented social cognition research.

It should also be noted that overt responses on any measure of memory or evaluation (Jacoby, 1991), and measures of implicit evaluation in particular (Conrey et al., 2005; Payne et al., 2010), can be shown to emerge from an interplay of different cognitive mechanisms. As such, given that they rely on summary scores rather than formal modeling of constituent processes, the present results are silent as to whether relational information affects the relatively more automatic or relatively more controlled components of implicit evaluation. Some recent work relying on multinomial processing trees (Hütter & Klauer, 2016) has been able to circumvent this limitation of the work relying on direct measures to capture explicit evaluations and indirect measures to capture implicit evaluations by identifying relatively more controlled and relatively more automatic aspects of evaluative responding using the same overt behavioral response (e.g., Heycke & Gawronski, 2020; Kukken et al., 2020). Although this type of work has yet to produce a sufficient number of effect sizes to allow for inclusion in this meta-analysis, we are excited about the potential benefits of this approach and about the insights that it might be able to generate in the future.

We are equally excited about the possibility of developing computational models to more formally capture the different inputs and processes giving rise to evaluative learning. Such computational models may help advance theories with sufficient precision to be able to derive falsifiable, quantitative predictions from them (Smaldino, 2017). Models of this kind may also be helpful in avoiding the types of conceptual ambiguities that we faced in attempting to identify sources of co-occurrence information and relational information when conducting the present meta-analysis. Such ambiguities include whether (a) behavioral statements with minimal relational content should qualify as co-occurrence information or relational information and (b) spatiotemporal features of stimulus pairings are better conceived of as a source of relational information or as part of the co-occurrence information itself. Associative learning has a long history of formal modeling (e.g., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972), and recent years have also seen remarkable advances in the modeling of value-based learning (Dayan & Niv, 2008) and high-level reasoning processes in humans (e.g., Tenenbaum et al., 2011). As such, the field of evaluative learning has a variety of different sources to draw from in the development of formal models.

Finally, some readers may wonder what the present results imply for the validity of the AMP as a measure of implicit evaluations. After all, the validity (and specifically the indirect nature) of the AMP has been questioned in past work (Bar-Anan & Nosek, 2012; Hughes et al., 2022). Moreover, in a multitrait–multimethod investigation of different direct and indirect measures of attitudes, unlike the other indirect measures included, the AMP showed similar loadings on the implicit and explicit latent constructs (Bar-Anan & Vianello, 2018). Seemingly in line with such concerns, the present results indicate that the AMP is more susceptible to propositional influences than other widely used indirect measures (and in that way may appear more similar to direct measures).

We do not share these concerns about the validity of the AMP. We believe that in its totality, available evidence overwhelmingly supports the construct validity of the AMP as a measure of implicit evaluations (for a review, see Payne & Lundberg, 2014), and the specific concerns raised by Bar-Anan and Nosek (2012) and Hughes et al. (2022) have been laid to rest in follow-up work by Payne et al. (2013) and Kurdi, Melnikoff, et al. (2022). Moreover, we are generally of the view that susceptibility to relational information should not be used to judge the construct validity of measures of implicit evaluation. Rather, it seems to be more helpful to ask...
whether the measure involves automatic (unintentional) retrieval of evaluative information (De Houwer et al., 2009; De Houwer & Moors, 2010) and to leave questions of sensitivity to different types of input and process up to substantive theoretical and empirical work.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The results of the present meta-analysis leave little doubt that implicit evaluations can be influenced by relational information even in the presence of co-occurrence information with conflicting evaluative implications. What is more, it seems that this effect is the rule rather than the exception. Given the strength of the evidence about the possibility of this type of effect, we believe that further proof-of-concept studies will make little if any incremental contribution to the literature at this time. Instead, we urge investigators to reorient their attention and resources toward investigating the mechanism(s) underlying and boundary conditions of these effects. In light of the results of the present meta-analysis, and especially the considerable amounts of both explained and unexplained heterogeneity in effect sizes, such inquiry will be crucial if theoretical progress on the basic nature of implicit (and explicit) evaluations and evaluative learning is to be made in the coming years.

The present results can also help identify specific issues that seem especially ripe for empirical investigation and theorizing. From our perspective, some of the most important open questions include the following: (a) Why and via what mechanism(s) does co-occurrence information influence explicit and implicit evaluations in the presence of contradictory relational information? Are the mechanisms the same for explicit and implicit evaluations? Are they best characterized as associative, propositional, or in some other way? (b) Can relational information affect implicit evaluations of known targets (including social categories), and if so, under what conditions? If the effects are restricted to novel targets, why is this the case? (c) Why does the AMP show stronger effects of relational information than the IAT and the EPT? Is the difference due to a relevant difference between the two types of indirect measure? (d) What types of relational information are especially powerful in shifting implicit evaluations? What features should be used to carve up the space of relational manipulations in a way that is best suited for implicit social cognition research? (e) Can relational information exert effects on implicit evaluations even under relatively suboptimal encoding conditions? (f) Can the effects of relational information on implicit evaluations endure over time? Under what conditions can they be resistant to reinstatement effects?

In conclusion, we hope that the findings emerging from this meta-analysis will help reorient theoretical debates, spur the development of new accounts of social attitudes and evaluative learning, and shape the agenda of implicit social cognition research in the years ahead.
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